Estimation of deep abdominal adipose-tissue accumulation from simple anthropometric measurements in men.
Equations have been developed for the prediction of deep abdominal adipose-tissue (AT) accumulation from anthropometric measurements in a sample of 110 men. An equation including the waist circumference and age could predict 74% of the variance in the amount of deep abdominal AT with an SEE of 29.6 cm2 (29.2% of the mean deep abdominal AT value), whereas another equation including the sagittal diameter, the waist-to-hip ratio (WHR), and age explained 76.6% of its variance with an SEE of 28.1 cm2 (27.7%). Equations excluding age as an independent variable were also developed. These results indicate that equations in which simple anthropometric measurements are used can provide further information in the assessment of the risk of cardiovascular disease in men. However, we must remember that our ability to predict the amount of deep abdominal AT from anthropometry is limited.